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 Introduction In this article, we'll learn how to use Kaggle Notebooks to build and test predictive models using machine learning techniques. We'll see how to: Install the required components using the Anaconda Python distribution Learn how to develop, test, and deploy machine learning algorithms in a Kaggle notebook environment Get free GPU/CPU credit from Kaggle for running computationally-
intensive models Register an account on Kaggle and start building machine learning applications Install the required packages Notebooks for data science and machine learning applications use a variety of different libraries, packages, and frameworks to: Process data using algorithms Build and train models Access and handle user data Build, deploy, and run models Store models for deployment Save
outputs for use later Install Python packages with Conda The Python ecosystem is distributed and open-source. So, in order to install Python libraries (like NumPy, SciPy, Pandas, Matplotlib, and so on), we have to use a particular version of Python, which provides all the required libraries. We call that the Conda environment. Kaggle Notebooks are distributed as an online notebook format, but they
can be installed locally and used like any other notebook environment. The specific commands we need to install the required libraries and run some sample notebooks depend on which version of Python is installed on your system. Python version on your system: Windows (32-bit) Python 2.7 Notebooks can be installed on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. For our installation, we'll be using Python

2.7 and the Anaconda distribution. On Windows, you can install Kaggle Notebooks from a.whl file using the following commands. Install Kaggle Notebooks for Windows: conda create -n kaggle_notebook python=2.7 conda install -c conda-forge kaggle_notebook After conda is installed, you need to open a new command prompt and verify that conda is present in your system. The following command
will show you where conda is installed. dir /s If you need to use anaconda prompt, it will be in C:\ProgramData\Anaconda3. If you are using a different directory, 82157476af
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